A NOVEL KITE-CROSS-DIAMOND SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR FAST BLOCK MATCHING MOTION ESTIMATION
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ABSTRACT

In order to fit the small cross-center-biased characteristic of the real world video sequences, an improved version of the well-known cross-diamond search algorithm (CDS) is proposed in this paper. Unlike traditional search pattern, such as square, diamond or cross – all are in vertically and horizontally symmetric shape, the kite-cross-diamond search (KCDS) algorithm adopts a novel asymmetric kite-shaped search patterns in the search step to keep similar distortion or even better in low-motion sequence while the speed of the motion estimation for stationary or quasi-stationary blocks is further boosted. Experimental results show that this KCDS algorithm could achieve 58% searching points reduction as compared with Diamond Search (DS) and 41% as compared with Cross Diamond Search (CDS) whereas similar prediction accuracy is preserved. Simulations show that KCDS is particularly faster and more accurate in some kinds of sequences. This algorithm is especially suitable for videoconferencing applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Motion estimation (ME) is a process to estimate the pels or pixels of the current frame from reference frame(s). Block matching algorithm (BMA), which is a temporal redundancy removal technique between 2 or more successive frames, is an integral part for most of the motion-compensated video coding standards. Frames are being divided into regular sized blocks, or so-called macroblocks (MB). Block-matching method is to seek for the best-matched block from the previous frame, usually the first single frame, within a fixed-sized of search window (w). Based on a block distortion measure (BDM) or other matching criteria, the displacement of the best-matched block will be described as the motion vector (MV) to the block in the current frame. The best match is usually evaluated by a cost function based on a BDM such as Mean Square Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) or Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD). Full search (FS) method, which performs searching all the candidate blocks within the search window exhaustively, introduces high intensive computation. Over the last two decades, many fast motion estimation algorithms has been proposed to give a faster estimation with similar block distortion compared to FS. Some well known fast BMA are the three-step search (3SS) [1], the new three-step search (N3SS) [2], the four-step search (4SS) [3], the diamond search (DS) [4], the cross-diamond search (CDS) [5] and small cross-diamond search [6]. As the characteristic of center-biased motion vector distribution (MVD) which inspired many fast BMA in last decade, more than 80% of the blocks can be regarded as stationary or quasi-stationary blocks, i.e. most of the motion vectors are enclosed in the central 5x5 (blocks) area. This center-based characteristic can be even found in the fast-motion sequences. To exploits this phenomenon, N3SS added 8 center-neighboring blocks and introduced a halfway-stop technique to achieve crucial speedup for stationary and quasi-stationary blocks. 4SS also exploits the center-biased properties of motion vectors distribution by using halfway-stop techniques and smaller square search pattern compared to 3SS. DS was proposed with two novel ideas: a diamond shape searching pattern and unrestricted searching steps. DS is a highly center biased by using a compact diamond search pattern, and the unrestricted searching steps is used for reducing the chances of being trapped by local optima. In this paper, to fit cross-center -biased MVD property of the most real world sequences, a novel fast BMA called kite-cross-diamond search algorithm (KCDS) is proposed. It uses a small cross-shaped search patterns in the first step and results in higher speed for the motion estimation of stationary block. Similar starting pattern can be found in [7]. Then it uses a kite-shape pattern in second step to improve the accuracy in searching for quasi-stationary blocks. Experimental simulations show that it can achieve fewer search points over other BMAs, such as DS and CDS, and can obtain the similar distortion performance. The result also shows that it is favorable in videoconferencing sequences. This paper is organized as follows. The second section introduces the Cross –Center-Biased MVD property. The third section presents the details of the kite-cross-diamond search algorithm. The fourth section describes the experimental result and some performance evaluations. Some concluding remarks are given in the last section.

2. CROSS CENTER-BIASED MVP DISTRIBUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Format (Numbers of frames)</th>
<th>Sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIF (352x288, 80 frames)</td>
<td>Miss America, Sales, Claire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIF (352x240, 80 frames)</td>
<td>Tennis, Garden, Football</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Video Sequences used for Analysis

There is a well-known property of image sequences - The block motion field of a real world image sequence is usually gentle, smooth, and varies slowly. To demonstrate the property of the global minimum motion vector distribution, by applying FS with spiral block-matching style and MAD as the BDM on the six well-known real-world image sequences, which is listed in Table 1, the average motion vector probabilities (MVP) distributions is tabulated in Table 2. The CIF sequences can be regarded as low motion (video conference) video, including “Miss America”,
“Salesman”, and “Claire”. These sequences are relatively gentle, smooth, and with low-motion content. Whereas another three SIF video sequences “Football”, “Garden” and “Tennis” are relatively with high motion content. Zooming, fast movement object, and panning can be found in these 3 sequences. From observing the motion vector probabilities distributions on different sequences, we found that most real-world sequences possess the center-biased MVD characteristic (over 80% MVP of the blocks having motion vectors within central 5×5 grid or radius r = ±2), instead of an uniform distribution. The result also shows that the cross-center MV distribution is more dominant within this radius. For instance, in Fig.1, 71.76% of the motion vectors are found located in the central 2×2 area, i.e., A+B+D or r = ±1. And there is about 68.98% of motion vector are located in A+B or the cross-center region. Moreover, to look at 5×5 area (A+B+C+D+E), total MVP is 81.75% and the cross-center probabilities within this area (A+B+C) has accounted for 74.71%. Furthermore, the probabilities sum of the 4 points in E (position within the cross) is higher than D (diagonal position). By observing the above analysis, we conclude that the cross-center distribution dominates the corresponding square region. Inspired from such a highly cross-center based distribution, the searching pattern of BMA in first few steps can be matched the cross-center shape to save the searching point for stationary and quasi-stationary while maintain a similar distortion error. Another observation from the MVD is the effect of gravity - the vertical MVP down below the center point is holding a significant probability. e.g. the probability of r_Hor = -3, r_Ver = 0 is almost 3% whereas the opposite position in upper (r_Hor = 0, r_Ver = 3) is only ~0.8%.

3. KITE-CROSS-DIAMOND SEARCH (KCDS) ALGORITHM

In this section we first to describe the search patterns used in the algorithm, and later the search path strategy will be explained.

A. Search Patterns

The search-point configuration used in the KCDS are divided in 3 different shapes: cross-shaped pattern, diamond-shaped pattern and kite-shaped pattern. Fig.2 (a) show the small cross-shaped pattern (SCSP) and the large cross-shaped pattern (LCSP). The same search pattern from DS: small diamond-shaped pattern (SDSP) and large diamond-shaped pattern (LDSP) are shown in Fig.2 (b).

![Fig. 1. The MVD within r=4 diamond shape area](image)

![Fig. 2 Search Patterns used in the kite-cross-diamond search](image)
Fig. 3. Kite Search Patterns: With vertical symmetry (a) up-kite. and (c) down-kite; with horizontal symmetry: (b) left-kite and (d) right-kite.

B. The KCDS algorithm
From the simulation result on those six well-known sequences, we found that nearly 70% blocks that can be regarded as stationary ($r = 0$) or quasi-stationary blocks ($r = 1$). For the sake of this highly small cross-center-biased property in most real world sequences, we take the small cross-shaped patterns as first step to the KCDS. The main difference between KCDS and cross diamond search (CDS) is that the first step of KCDS is a small cross-shaped pattern, which is saving the number of search point for stationary. And the KSP is employed in second step to improve the accuracy performance in quasi-stationary blocks by taking one more significant point (point E in Fig. 1) in the search pattern. The details and the analysis of the algorithm are given below:

**Step 1** (Starting - Small Cross-Shape Pattern SCSP): A minimum BDM is found from the 5 search points of the SCSP (Small Cross-Shaped Pattern) [Fig. 2 (a)] located at the center of search window. If the minimum BDM point occurs at the center of the SCSP (0,0), the search stops (First Step Stop); otherwise, go to Step 2.

- **Step 2** (KSP): With the vertex (minimum BDM point) in the first SCSP as the center, a particular KSP is formed based on the motion direction in previous step. For example, if the minimum BDM is located in upper vertex in first step, the new KSP will be an up-kite shape described as Fig 3 (a). Thus, there are 4 cases of newly formed KSP in this step: up-kite, down-kite, right-kite and left-kite, depends on the MV motion in step 1. If the minimum BDM point occurs at the center of this KSP, the search stops (Second Step Stop); otherwise go to Step 3.

- **Step 3** (Diamond Searching): A new Large-Diamond-Shaped Pattern LDSP is formed by repositioning the minimum BDM found in previous step as the center of the LDSP. If the new minimum BDM point is at the center of the newly formed LDSP, then go to Step 4 for converging the final solution; otherwise, this step is repeated.

- **Step 4** (Ending – Converging step): With the minimum BDM point in the previous step as the center, a SDSP (Small Diamond-Shaped Pattern) is formed. Identify the new minimum BDM point from the SDSP, which is the final solution for the motion vector.

Fig. 4. Examples of the KCDs: (a) first-step-stop with MV(0,0). (b) Second-step-stop with MV(1,0). (c) and (d) an unrestricted search path for MV(-1,-1) and (4,1) respectively.

C. Analysis of KCDS algorithm
KCDS is regarded as an improved version of CDS because both of them also focus on advancing the speed and quality performance of videoconferencing sequences. To compare the CDS and the DS, the main improvement of this algorithm is the speed performance (the number of searching point). KCDS reduces the number of search points significantly if there is stationary or quasi-stationary blocks. The configuration of the searching patterns is to fit the small cross-center-biased MV distribution characteristics. Thus, it provides more chance to save up the searching points for motion vectors. And the kite shape pattern in step 2 improve the quality by searching one more point on the $r=\pm3$ (vertical or horizontal vertex of a cross). In Fig 4, it shows 4 typical examples of KCDS and each candidate point is marked with the corresponding step number. Fig 4 (a) and (b) show the two halfway-stop examples. The KCDS only takes 5 (first step stop) and 9 (second step stop),
whereas the CDS took 9 and 11 search points, and the DS took 13 search points for searching the same block respectively. Another two search paths for $r > 1$ are shown in Fig 4 (c) and (d). After step 3, the subsequent steps will be exactly the same as diamond search. To provide faster and more accurate solution, this algorithm emphasis on the speed of video conferencing application, which is gentle and small motion.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our simulations, the mean absolute error (MAE) used as the BDM. The block size is at 16 × 16, and the maximum displacement in the search areas is ±7 pixels in both the horizontal and the vertical directions. The simulation is performed with a total of six sequences with different degrees and types of motion content as listed in Table I. We compared the KCDS against DS, CDS and SCDS using the following test criteria: 1) Average searching point (ASP) – the average number of search point used to find the motion vector; and 2) Average MAE per pixel – This shows the magnitude of distortion per pixel. Table 3 and 4 summarize the experimental results of each search strategy over the test criteria using the 6 tested sequences. And the speed/MAD improvement in percentage of the KCDS over DS and CDS are tabulated in Table V. By observing the result obtained in Table III, The KCDS takes the smallest average number of search points per block - KCDS < SCDS < DS < N3SS < 3SS < FS (i.e. the fastest) among other fast BMA for all of the six test sequences. To compare with DS, among the video conferencing sequence, such as “Miss America”, “Sales”, and “Claire”, the proposed KCDS obtains at least 41% of speed improvement, even in vigorous motion content like “Football”, the speed up ratio can be achieved up to 43% and the worst is 22% on Tennis sequence. The trade off of the block distortion for faster speed is tabulate in Table IV which compare the difference of average MAE per pixel from FS. The result shows that the KCDS gives nearly the same MAE performance as compared to CDS in most sequences. In some sequences KCDS even perform better, such as “Miss America” and “Sales”, in which it results around 1.1% up to 2.8% of the quality improvement compared to DS. For high motion content, the KCDS introduce slight quality degradation as compared to DS and CDS (maximum ~5% of the degradation in “Tennis” with the trade off of at least 17% speed improvement). Therefore, in video conferencing sequences, KCDS performs excellent, in which this is the fastest among all BMA and more accurate compared to DS and CDS in some sequences. For high motion sequence, it still maintains a satisfying tradeoff between error distortion and speedup ratio.

5. CONCLUSION

By observing the cross-center biased motion vector distribution characteristics of the real world video sequences, we proposed a kite-cross-diamond search algorithm (KCDS), which emphasis a novel idea of kite shape pattern. Simulation results showed that KCDS is the fastest algorithm among the testing BMA while providing similar prediction accuracy. It is especially suitable for videoconferencing sequences.
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